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with slim and sleek features, the leica disto e7100i
offers the ability to take straight line

measurements, along with area calculations to
greatly improve your measuring workflow. with a

convenient removable pocket clip, this unit is easy
to carry at all times. this unit also allows the

bluetooth transfer of your measurements into our
free disto sketch app along with many other time
savings apps. the leica e7100i is a portable and

compact wireless gnss base station that supports all
three gnss technologies: gps, glonass, and qzss. it
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has a solid aluminum construction and a rugged yet
elegant design. the e7100i provides a range of

multiple gnss applications and is ideal for
professional survey applications. for the first time
leica is offering an outdoor version of the disto d2

new. the outdoor version of the disto d2 new
features a larger lcd display to facilitate outdoor

work. for more information on the leica disto d2 new
or the leica disto e7100i, visit the leica website at >
leica survey office 2.21 free download.iso the leica
disto e7100i comes in a number of finishes, that

include: black, silver, white and a gold. our newest
addition to the simple, yet powerful disto lineup. the

leica disto d1 provides easy point and shoot
measurements with the ability to send those

measurements through bluetooth into our free disto
sketch app along with many other time saving apps.

with our new spin on a timeless classic, the leica
disto d2 new with bluetooth offers improved
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functionality over it's former glory. offering many
functions like area, volume, two and three point
pythagoras, add/subtract, count-down timer, and

intelligent endpiece, the disto d2 new is a powerful
tool in a compact, handheld device. in addition to

these great features this unit allows the
measurements to be transferred into our free leica

disto sketch app and many other apps through
bluetooth.
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the leica disto d2 new with bluetooth is a powerful
tool in a compact, handheld device. offering many
functions like area, volume, two and three point
pythagoras, add/subtract, count-down timer, and

intelligent endpiece, the disto d2 new is a powerful
tool in a compact, handheld device. in addition to

these great features this unit allows the
measurements to be transferred into our free leica

disto sketch app and many other apps through
bluetooth. our newest addition to the simple, yet
powerful disto lineup. the leica disto d1 provides

easy point and shoot measurements with the ability
to send those measurements through bluetooth into

our free disto sketch app along with many other
time saving apps. with the ability to take straight
line measurements, as well as area calculations to
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greatly improve your measuring workflow, the leica
disto e7100i is a slim, sleek and versatile alternative

to a traditional tape measure for measuring both
straight and curved lines. this unit also allows the
bluetooth transfer of your measurements into our
free disto sketch app along with many other time
saving apps. trimble geospatial provides solutions

that facilitate high-quality, productive workflows and
information exchange, driving value for a global and

diverse customer base of surveyors, engineering
and gis service companies, governments, utilities

and transportation authorities. trimble's innovative
technologies include integrated sensors, field

applications, real-time communications and office
software for processing, modeling and data

analytics. using trimble solutions, organizations can
capture the most accurate spatial data and

transform it into intelligence to deliver increased
productivity and improved decision-making.
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whether enabling more efficient use of natural
resources or enhancing the performance and

lifecycle of civil infrastructure, timely and reliable
geospatial information is at the core of trimble's

solutions to transform the way work is done.
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